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The Big Pilot’s Watch Annual Calendar Edition “Le  Petit 
Prince” (Ref. IW502705) features an 18-carat white gold 
case and a blue dial powered by the IWC-manufactured 
52850 calibre. This unique piece has a blued movement 
and an ornate, hand-painted rotor, adorned with a blue 
floral pattern, which takes the form of the little prince – from 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s story “Le Petit Prince” – on an 
asteroid. The movement is elaborately coated with metal 
oxides to give it its blue colour, an effect which is achieved 
using the process of chemical vapour deposition (CVD).  
“I am delighted that we are able to use the proceeds raised 
from auctioning this exclusive Pilot’s Watch to support the 
important work of the Antoine de Saint-Exupéry Youth 
Foundation again this year,” says Christoph Grainger-Herr, 
CEO of IWC Schaffhausen.

TH E FO U N DATIO N I S  S E T  
TO G O STATE S I D E

This auction in Geneva was the fifth IWC has carried out in 
cooperation with Sotheby’s Geneva. A portion of the pro-
ceeds will benefit the foundation, helping it to establish 
itself on the North American continent. It is no coincidence 
that this charitable institution is aiming to cross the Atlantic. 
After all, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry himself had a strong 
connection to America: he flew a Lockheed P-38 Lightning 
on multiple occasions and wrote his story “The Little Prince” 
in New York.

The Antoine de Saint-Exupéry Youth Foundation was es-
tablished in 2008 by the descendants of the French author 
and pilot Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. It offers various training 
and educational programmes designed to help children and 
adolescents living in difficult conditions get a better start 
to working life. The main focus of the foundation’s activities 
is on fighting illiteracy and supporting young people with 
visual impairments by conveying knowledge about Braille.

IWC SCHAFFHAU S E N

With a clear focus on technology and development, the 
Swiss watch manufacturer IWC Schaffhausen has been 
producing timepieces of lasting value since 1868. The com-
pany has gained an international reputation based on a 
passion for innovative solutions and technical ingenuity. One 
of the world’s leading brands in the luxury watch segment, 
IWC crafts masterpieces of Haute Horlogerie at their finest, 
combining supreme precision with exclusive design. As 
an ecologically and socially responsible  company, IWC is 
committed to sustainable production, supports institutions 
around the globe in their work with children and young 
people, and maintains partnerships with organizations 
dedicated to environmental protection.

Geneva, 12 November 2017 – Today, Sotheby’s auctioned an exclusive timepiece by IWC  Schaffhausen: 

the Big Pilot’s Watch Annual Calendar Edition “Le Petit Prince” went under the hammer, garnering a 

winning bid of CHF 38,000. A portion of the proceeds of this auction will benefit the Antoine de 

Saint-Exupéry Youth Foundation, in order to boost its expansion into the USA and reach its goal of 

offering training and educational projects to even more young people throughout the world.

THE LITTLE PRINCE  
RAISES FUNDS FOR  

THE ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY 
YOUTH FOUNDATION

THE PARTNERS

TH E IWC R ACI N G TE AM WI LL L I N E U P O N TH E G R I D WITH

TH E FO LLOWI N G PARTN E RS FO R S E LEC TE D CL A S S I C C AR R ACE S .

M E RCE D E S -AM G

AMG was founded in 1967 by Hans Werner Aufrecht and 
Erhard Melcher in Grossaspach, near Stuttgart. The initials 
of the founders and the location were behind the name of 
the company, which today forms the performance and 
sports car division of Mercedes-Benz. It has built a world-
wide reputation, among others, for vehicles developed in-
house, such as the Mercedes-AMG GT. Like the perfor-
mance and sports cars from Mercedes-AMG, mechanical 
watches from IWC combine precision engineering and 
exclusive design at the highest level. These shared core 
values have been crucial in the intensive partnership that 
has linked the two companies since 2004. IWC has  created 
several AMG special editions, including models with cases 
made of materials such as black zirconium oxide ceramic 
that were inspired by high-performance race cars. Most re-
cently, to mark Mercedes AMG’s 50th company  anni versary, 
IWC launched the Ingenieur Chronograph Sport  Edition 
“50th Anniversary of Mercedes-AMG” in a titanium case 
featuring magnetic field protection designed in the style of 
a brake disk.

SANTO N I

Since its foundation in 1975, the manufacturer of luxury 
shoes and high-quality leather accessories has  steadfastly 
upheld the cultural heritage of Italian craftsmanship. The 
perfect combination of traditional, bespoke production 
technology with ongoing material research and innovative 
design has created the foundations for the worldwide 
 success of the Santoni collection. “Every customer a unique 
story”: in line with this motto, consultants and master 
craftsmen guarantee optimum care and service for every 
single client. Santoni has maintained a close relationship 
with IWC since 2011, supplying exclusive leather straps for 
selected IWC timepieces. Design teams from both com-

panies are jointly responsible for the painstaking color 
matches and development of the straps.

M E RCE D E S - B E NZ CL A S S I C CE NTE R

Today, Mercedes-Benz Classic rounds off the idea behind 
the founding of Daimler-Benz’s in-house exhibition of his-
toric vehicles in 1936. The declared aim back then was to 
preserve examples of all the company’s vehicles, many of 
which were milestones in automotive engineering, from 
those in series production to experimental prototypes and 
legendary race cars. The company’s own classic vehicle 
workshop has looked after these automotive treasures from 
the outset. Over the years, the workshop has acquired an 
enormous wealth of expert knowledge of all the vehicles 
and model series since the invention of the automobile. 
Since 1993, the Classic Center in Fellbach near Stuttgart 
has been a worldwide focus for fans and owners of classic 
vehicles from the Daimler, Benz, Mercedes, or Mercedes-
Benz marques; it not only houses vehicles of series that 
were discontinued more than 20 years ago, but also more 
recent vehicles from Mercedes-Benz. A second branch 
was established in Irvine, California, in 2006. The specially 
equipped workshop is full of prototypes, race cars, and 
individual vehicles from the Mercedes-Benz Classic collec-
tion. They are all serviced and maintained by the workshop 
team and prepared for their many appearances at home and 
abroad. The workload involved is considerable, because a 
300 SLR must be able to complete the 1,000 miles of the 
Mille Miglia as effortlessly today as it did in its historic drive 
to victory back in 1955. Workload permitting, the  technicians 
also take care of exclusive classic vehicles belonging to 
customers from all over the world with the same  painstaking 
precision they reserve for the vehicles in the collection. In 
response to requests from numerous customers, the  Classic 
Center focuses primarily on the Mercedes-Benz 600 and 
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the 300 SL Gullwing, which classic car fans rate particu-
larly highly. This classic vehicle is also the race car of 
choice for the IWC Racing Team.

L AU R E U S S P O RT FO R G OO D

Laureus Sport for Good was founded by Daimler and 
Richemont in 1999. The nonprofit foundation’s central aim 
is to use the appeal of sport for sustainable social change. 
Laureus Sport for Good uses the power of sport to end 
violence, discrimination, and disadvantage, proving that 
sport can change the world. Currently, Laureus supports 
over 100 programs which are using sport to make social 
change in 35 countries. Every program Laureus supports 
addresses at least one of the following six social issues, 
which are aligned with the United Nations Sustainable 
 Development Goals; Health, Education, Women and Girls, 
Employability, Inclusive Society, Peaceful Society. IWC be-
came the Global Partner of Laureus Sport for Good in 2005 
and, together with Mercedes-Benz Switzerland,  cofounded 
the Laureus Foundation Switzerland in 2007. Every year, 
within the framework of the partnership, IWC launches  
a special limited edition and provides an exclusive time-
piece for auction at the annual Laureus Charity Night in 
 Switzerland.
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FU RTH E R I N FO R MATIO N

IWC Schaffhausen
Department Public Relations
E-mail press-iwc@iwc.com
Internet press.iwc.com

I NTE R N E T AN D SOCIAL M E D IA

Web iwc.com
Facebook facebook.com/IWCWatches 
YouTube youtube.com/iwcwatches
Twitter twitter.com/iwc
LinkedIn linkedin.com/company/iwc-schaffhausen
Instagram instagram.com/iwcwatches
Pinterest pinterest.com/iwcwatches
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